### U-5802 CUMBERLAND COUNTY
**NC 210**

#### PROJECT BREAKDOWN MAP

**Updated - 4/24/2020**

**U-5802A**
- **NC 210 (LILLINGTON HIGHWAY) TO NC 210 (MURCHISON ROAD). CONSTRUCT MULTI-LANE FACILITY, PART ON NEW LOCATION.**
  - **DIVISION:** 6
  - **LENGTH (MI):** 2.6
  - **COMMENT:** FY 2026
  - **ROW/UTILITY:** UNFUNDED
  - **LET:**
  - **ROW COST:** $6,900,000
  - **UTILITY COST:** $500,000
  - **CON COST:** $26,700,000

**U-5802B**
- **NC 210 (MURCHISON ROAD) TO NC 87 (BRAGG BOULEVARD). CONSTRUCT MULTI-LANE FACILITY, PART ON NEW LOCATION.**
  - **DIVISION:** 6
  - **LENGTH (MI):** 0.9
  - **COMMENT:** FY 2026
  - **ROW/UTILITY:** UNFUNDED
  - **LET:**
  - **ROW COST:** $2,900,000
  - **UTILITY COST:** $500,000
  - **CON COST:** $11,200,000

**Sources:** Esri, HERE, Garmin, USGS, Intermap, INCREMENT P, NRCan, Esri Japan, METI, Esri China (Hong Kong), Esri Korea, Esri (Thailand), NGCC, (c) OpenStreetMap contributors, and the GIS User Community.